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NEWS RELEASE

Game-Changing Highly Efficient Hydrogen Production Method.

H2 Innovation Lab (H2IL), a New Zealand based member of the N.Z. smart grid group, developed
what could be acclaimed to be the ultimate means of sustainable hydrogen energy. The technology
differs from the conventional PEM type electrolyser to an alkaline base type that draws it’s own
self-powering electricity from internal galvanic (Voltaic) energy.

David Hendrick, a spokesman for H2IL, states “Like self-sustaining nuclear reactions, energy is not
being created, but simply transferred from one form to another and supporting the laws of
thermodynamics.”

The science could be compared to an over-driven battery rather than a conventional power hungry
electrolyser. When lead acid batteries are under charge they inherently emit hydrogen gas. But
over-driving a led acid battery will result in a rapid toxic explosion. So rather than an acid cell, the
technology incorporates a special mix of alkaline and anodic enhancing electrolyte. The unique cell
arrangement enables controlled hydrogen generation from sea or rain water with an extended
electrode life up to 5000 hours.

The Oxygen ion released when H2O is split causes an internal redox reaction and electron exchange
to boost the hydrogen generation process. The galvanic metals are slowly consumed over time but
the associated cost of the metals is much less than fossil fuels. For example, to generate US$20,000
of hydrogen the system consumes only US$500 of metal. The non-toxic electrodes dilute into the
electrolyte which can be recycled to re-produce metal electrodes.

Unlike nuclear energy, which also consumes metals to generate heat, the technology uses abundant
and low cost metals with no radioactive footprint. As Hendrick’s states “We don’t need to split or
fuse an atom to transfer energy from a latent to a usable state. Energy transfer at a molecular level
through ionic exchange is also possible”.

The power used to excite the cell is much less than the power of the output hydrogen. Therefore a
very small amount of the hydrogen produced is all that’s needed to enable self-sustaining energy
generation. The H2IL website presents a number of self-powering demonstrations from desktop
verification units. By feeding the generated gas into a fuel cell, electricity is generated to no only
self-power the cell but also generates usable electricity.

The technology is fully scale-able and opens doors to so many energy applications include renewable
energy storage, on-site hydrogen generation, fossil fuel power transformation to hydrogen boilers
and even localized power generation that could one day eliminate the larger grid. The closest
comparison would be a miniature scale nuclear power plant powering each block of houses.

Hydrogen is the ultimate renewable fuel and this method of production could be the missing link to
driving the hydrogen economy into the near future once technology acquisition is established.


